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Applying rehabilitation research knowledge in practice is challenging due to a gap

between scientific knowledge produced by researchers and the needs of practical

rehabilitation. This study describes the current and future knowledge needs of

rehabilitation research from the perspectives of professionals and service users. We

conducted a qualitative study with inductive content analysis from nine focus group

interviews with rehabilitation stakeholders. The results show that current knowledge

needs are strongly related to the meaningful and inclusive life of service users, the

promotion of multi- and interprofessionalism in rehabilitation, and transdisciplinary

applied research on rehabilitation. The future knowledge needs were related to the

changing needs of rehabilitation and remote rehabilitation based on rapid change

in society and digitalisation and on different rehabilitation practices and contexts.

The results of the study can be used to enable favorable conditions for reciprocal

research, development, and innovation (RDI) activities and research networks in

transdisciplinary rehabilitation.

Keywords: knowledge, implementation, rehabilitation, applied research, practices

INTRODUCTION

In Finland, good rehabilitation practice is based on the needs and the individually tailored
rehabilitation plan of a service user (SU) as well as on the knowledge from empirical practice and
evidence of effective rehabilitation from research (1, 2). However, the implementation of research
results is demanding, and translations of research findings into rehabilitation practice are slow
(3, 4). A particularly critical factor in implementation is understanding the complexity and process-
nature of applying the relevant study results in the context of practical rehabilitation (3). Concerns
have been raised that research does not reflect the realities or needs of SUs (5, 6).

In order to apply the evidence from research to rehabilitation, the importance of many
underlying factors must be understood. Rehabilitation is an interactive process in which
the relationships between professionals and SUs are crucial and collaborative. According
to Vingerhoets, Hay-Smith, and Graham (7), it is crucial to look at the intersection of
SUs’ values, professionals’ expertise, and evidence from research. People who take part
in the collaboration enrich the work by bringing their own unique perspective and
different experiences to it. Therefore, attention needs to be paid to the knowledge and
skill needs and attitudes of participants in order to create evidence-based practice (EBP),
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which means integration of the scientific evidence, clinical
expertise and individual and family preferences (8). This can be
enhanced by collaborating and rejoining different perspectives
together at the intersection of values, expertise, and evidence.

According to Sarkies et al. (4), EBP implementation and
the translation of knowledge into practice are widely studied
areas. One recognized barrier for EBP is that the implementation
phase only starts at the end of the research process and is the
responsibility of the researchers. One aspect of promoting the
implementation and uptake of information from research is to
look at it from the perspective of users of that information. It
appears that little research has been done on the information
needs of rehabilitation professionals and SUs.

Integrated knowledge translation (IKT) is a research method
that brings together researchers and stakeholders with experience
and knowledge of a research topic. Within IKT, partnerships have
been developed that enhance the relevance of research results
among rehabilitation professionals and SUs (5). In this kind of
development, the focus is both on the possibilities of knowledge
utilization and the knowledge needs in daily rehabilitation
practice from the perspective of professionals and SUs. In order to
not only translate the research results into rehabilitation practice,
but also to create usable knowledge in collaboration based on
evidence from research, it is crucial to understand the knowledge
needs of professionals and SUs in practice.

In Finland, rehabilitation is financed through several channels,
mainly in accordance with the Nordic welfare state principle
with public funds, but also through insurance companies and
private financing. The rehabilitation system is decentralized
to many areas, such as health care, social care, school,
labor administration, and prison management (9). Because
rehabilitation as a phenomenon is divided into several fields,
rehabilitation research has also been fragmented across many
fields. Approaches in different research fields vary, and thus the
language of research also varies and depends on the field in
which the research is conducted ((10): 3). The fragmentation of
the rehabilitation field and the diversity of the research concepts
make cross-sectoral collaboration and the defining of common
concepts difficult ((11): 31).

In the field of rehabilitation, multidisciplinary research
have been discussed for over 30 years (12). According to
Grigorovich et al. (13), transdisciplinary research involves
collaboration between academic and non-academic sectors
and enhances knowledge integration, scientific productivity
and capacity, and public involvement in research. In the case
that rehabilitation professionals, SUs, and other stakeholders
are involved in the execution and implementation of research
results, transdisciplinary research could be talked about. When
collaboration concerns only professionals, multiprofessional
rehabilitation is an exactly descriptive term, and when
collaboration concerns only researchers, multidisciplinary
research is the exact term.

In Finland, a nationwide strategic research and development
program for rehabilitation is lacking (1). In the Action Plan
for Reforming Rehabilitation Services 2020–2022 (1), it is stated
that the implementation plan and activities related to the
development of rehabilitation education, and research appear to

bemainly regional. This implies that the capacity of networks and
collaboration among researchers and professionals is not fully
exploited. In addition, it creates geographical inequality between
SUs, as some regionsmay have better possibilities to develop their
rehabilitation practices in line with research activities.

As previously described, nationwide multi-professional
rehabilitation requires extensive collaboration in the field. This
study bridges rehabilitation practice and research by studying
the current and future knowledge needs of professionals and
SUs in two different regions in Finland: Jyväskylä and Helsinki.
Jyväskylä is located in central Finland, surrounded by sparsely
populated rural communes and towns, and Helsinki is located in
southern Finland, where the Helsinki metropolitan area consists
of a concentration of major cities.

The purpose of the study is to describe the current and
future knowledge needs of rehabilitation from professionals’
and SUs’ perspectives to enhance the implementation of
research. This study describes and compares regional knowledge
needs in rehabilitation research. The specific study question
is: What transdisciplinary rehabilitation knowledge needs do
professionals and SUs in rehabilitation practice have?

METHOD

Study Design and Participants
The study is part of the Platform Ecosystem for Strengthening
of Research, Development, and Innovation (RDI) Activities in
Multidisciplinary Rehabilitation’ (REcoRDI) project. REcoRDI
aims to improve research result utilization and the impact of
applied research on rehabilitation by strengthening network
collaboration and developing a roadmap for applied research on
multidisciplinary rehabilitation. The project is being conducted
in collaboration with JAMK University of Applied Sciences,
Jyväskylä, and Metropolia University of Applied Sciences,
Helsinki, between April 1, 2019 and March 31, 2022 (14).

The knowledge needs of rehabilitation practice were collected
through focus group (FG) discussions, using a qualitative
research approach to gain an understanding. FG interviews were
selected as a data collection method enabling the construction
of information from professionals’ and SUs’ discussions. An FG
is a group of people with interest, expertise, and experience
of the research phenomenon (15). According to constructivism
as a philosophical approach of science, the views of reality
are created through human interactions with the context, and
acquired knowledge is socially constructed (16–18). The interest
in knowledge was practical (19).

The participants for the FG were recruited through purposive
selection from the regional partners of the universities of JAMK
and Metropolia. The regional rehabilitation partners of JAMK
and Metropolia, were contacted through email and were asked
for their consent to take part in the study. The purpose was
to gather a group who were (1) multi-professional, (2) multi-
sectoral, (3) experienced in multi-professional rehabilitation (at
least 1 year), (4) professionals working mainly with rehabilitees,
and (5) Finnish speaking. In theMetropolia sample, SUs and their
relatives were also included in order to collect the data from their
perspectives. The participants are described in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 | Participants in the group interviews.

Participants (n = 37) Work sector

Children’s neurologist (n = 1) Public

Physiotherapist (n = 15) Public, Private, 3rd sector

Occupational therapist (n = 5) Public, 3rd sector

Speech therapist (n = 1) 3rd sector

Psychologist (n = 1) 3rd sector

Disability ombudsman (n = 1) Public

Service manager (n = 4) Public

Instructor (n = 1) Public

Development or project manager (n = 3) Public

Teacher (n = 1) 3rd sector

Service user (n = 4) Expert by experience

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki and good scientific practice. It included no invasive
or potentially physically or psychologically harmful elements
that would exceed the limits of normal daily life. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the interviews were performed online, all
participants were informed about the study by email, and they
gave their written consent for participation by responding by
email. In addition, they received oral information supported by
written slides at a Zoom meeting before the interview started.
According to Finnish legislation and guidelines of the Finnish
National Board on Research Integrity (TENK), an ethical review
was not required. A confirmation statement from the TENK is
included as Supplementary Material.

Data Collection and Analysis
The study data consists of nine FG interviews, five conducted
by Metropolia in the Helsinki area and four by JAMK in the
Jyväskylä area, all organized remotely by the Zoom application
between April 2, 2020 and May 5, 2020. Each interview
was conducted by two interviewers who were experienced in
interviewing and work in JAMK or Metropolia. The first two
interviews conducted by Metropolia served as pilots. They were
included as research data because they did not justify any
significant changes to the themes or the protocol.

There were three to five (typically four) participants in
each FG discussion. Five discussions were conducted in the
Helsinki area (22 participants) and four in the Jyväskylä area
(15 participants), with a total of 37 participants. The audio-
recorded interviews lasted 56–89min (mean time of 69min).
The recordings were transcribed verbatim in a total of 87 pages
(Verdana, font size 8, line spacing single), and the transcription
service was purchased. The interviews had three main themes
concerning (1) current knowledge needs in the practice of
rehabilitation, (2) future knowledge needs in the practice of
rehabilitation, and (3) utilization of scientific knowledge in the
practice of rehabilitation. The themes included discussion about
what kind of and what information is needed and why, where
information is currently available, and how it is accessed. The
participants were asked to discuss future knowledge needs and
how that knowledge would ideally be accessed and utilized.

The analysis answered the following questions: (1) “What are
the current knowledge needs in applied rehabilitation research?”,
(2) “What will be the knowledge needs in applied research
in rehabilitation in the future?”, and (3) “What are the needs
for utilization of research findings?”. The data produced in
Jyväskylä and Helsinki were analyzed separately to identify
possible regional differences and similarities.

A multi-phased inductive content analysis process (20) was
used to analyse the data (Figure 1). First, researchers (3 from
Metropolia and 3 from JAMK) read through the transcripts
to gain insight into the overall data. The researchers discussed
and jointly created a scheme for conducting the analysis.
The researchers searched and picked up the meaningful units
(phrases) from the transcripts that answered the analysis
questions. The units wer e characterized with an identifier
and exported as an open code to an analysis table. The open
codes were simplified without losing their original meaning and
combined with other open codes that included similar content
to form sub-topics. In the final phase, similar sub-topics were
combined into topics. These identified topics serve a s the basis
for the results. For reliability reasons, analysis was carried out
separately in JAMK and Metropolia by two research groups that
discussed with each other during the process. Second, a separate
analysis was performed to detect possible regional similarities
and differences. The results were compared as the process
progressed and summarized where applicable. The reporting is
carried out in two separate studies, referred to as studies 1 and
2, so that important considerations are not missed during the
consolidation phase.

RESULTS

The purpose of the study is to describe the current and future
knowledge needs of rehabilitation from professionals’ and SUs’
perspectives to enhance the implementation of research findings.
Due to regional differences, reporting of results is performed
separately for the data collected from both areas.

Study 1, Helsinki Region
Current Knowledge Needs
Study 1 brought together transdisciplinary groups of
professionals and SUs. Multi-professional practitioners
had extensive experience of rehabilitation in different
organizations. Their current applied research knowledge
needs in multidisciplinary rehabilitation covered six interrelated
topics. The topics in which information from research was
needed were enabling the meaningful life of SUs; promotion
of transdisciplinary collaboration, participation, and inclusion;
improvement of development and decision-making; maintaining
and demonstrating professional competence to various parties;
applying information from research into the practice; and
conducting applied research.

Participants highlighted the most diverse factors regarding
“enabling an SU as a person to have a meaningful life”. They
emphasized the need for a better understanding of a person’s life
and life situation, as well as for a broad consideration of a person’s
individual and environmental factors. One participant explained:
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FIGURE 1 | The process of inductive content analysis.

“I think that knowledge should improve rehabilitees” life and
therefore... Oh, it’s difficult to put my thoughts into words...
Therefore, there’s a need for knowledge about what good life is
all about in different situations. The information should be from
the rehabilitees’ point of view’.

Participants stressed that enabling and strengthening a
person’s agency is an important issue in rehabilitation, so they
need more information on these issues. Enabling rehabilitee’s
agency is closely linked to interaction and collaboration between
professionals, SUs, and other people; therefore, more information
is needed about collaboration and interaction in rehabilitation.
Digitalisation is now spreading, and more remote rehabilitation
is needed. Participants felt that, in order to take advantage of the
technology, they should know more about it.

Rehabilitation is always a process, and some processes are
more individual and efficient than others. Participants felt
that they needed more information on how to create effective
individual rehabilitation processes and how to monitor them
in day-to-day practices. In addition, they wanted concrete
disease-specific rehabilitation guidelines and rehabilitation-
related theories to support practical work.

According to the results, the social and health care sector
is constantly striving to operate across professional and
sectoral boundaries with SUs. Participants felt that they needed
more knowledge about the ways, meaning, and impact of
transdisciplinary work and how they can strengthen and enable
SUs’ inclusion and participation.

Participants described that they need scientific knowledge to
maintain and demonstrate their professional competence, for
example, to other professionals, SUs, and funders of services.
Professionals need evidence of the effectiveness and reliability of
the methods, for example, to justify their methodological choices
or to justify the use of their approach. “Then again, I notice that I
always wish for knowledge about effectiveness so that I’m able to
work more efficiently with the client”, one participant explained.

The participants also considered the challenges and facilitators
of the practical implementation of the knowledge from
research. To support the implementation of scientific knowledge,
application models, advice and tips created based on tests, and
practical examples are needed. It was identified that information
is needed on what factors influence the uptake of the data
studied, such as the identification and rejection of outdated
data. Participants brought up facilitators of the implementation
of the research results, such as easy and open access to
information, different ways of sharing information, networking,
building common understanding and knowledge, and collective
utilization of knowledge.

In addition, participants considered how to conduct research
on rehabilitation to best meet practical information needs, and
stated that at least a variety of methods, approaches, and designs
are needed. They considered it very important that professionals,
SUs, and relatives are involved in the various stages from research
design to reporting and publication, as they know what research
information is needed and they are key people in applying
information in practice. Technology referred to included using
artificial intelligence (AI), algorithms, and bots in searching and
getting scientific information that is personalized. In research,
there is a need to get data automatically from the everyday life
of rehabilitees.

Future Knowledge Needs
The future knowledge needs of applied research on
interdisciplinary rehabilitation were related to six topics:
knowledge on the changing needs of rehabilitation, the
individual needs of SUs, rehabilitation as an interactive process
between an SU and his or her environment, rehabilitation
practices, the effectiveness and benefits of rehabilitation, and
supporting and promoting the development and management
of rehabilitation.
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In the future, knowledge is needed on the changing need
for rehabilitation because the problems of SUs have become
more complex. The next generations will have more and varying
problems than previous generations. Knowledge concerning
challenges affecting health and functioning is needed in relation
to changing society and the future.

Knowledge that originates from an SU’s individual need is
needed andmeaningful in the future. Individual knowledge arises
from the SU’s personal needs alongside the diagnosis-specific
knowledge. One participant described knowledge that is needed
as “Personalized knowledge, in a way, individually for everyone’s
needs”. In the future, SUs will also need knowledge to promote
their ability to function on their own.

It is important to strengthen the knowledge of rehabilitation
as an interactive process of the SU and environment. Knowledge
about rehabilitation or habilitation processes is needed as well
as research about building up and supporting one’s agency. In
the future, more knowledge is needed about the impacts of
the environment—attitudes and physical environment—on the
rehabilitation process. As one participant said:

I’d be interested in knowing how people’s attitudes and the
changing of attitudes affect the rehabilitation process. We’ll all
encounter some phases in our lives—and I’m wondering how
attitudes and atmosphere have an impact on how we all are
capable of and able to participate equally in society.

Also, information is needed about enablers of rehabilitation.
There are many knowledge needs concerning rehabilitation

practices. In the future, it will be important to increase
knowledge about prevention, early-stage guidance, rehabilitation
in everyday life, the use of International Classification of
Functioning (ICF), peer support, and expert-by-experience
services. Regarding the research on remote rehabilitation,
digitalisation and technology are highlighted. In the future,
knowledge about rehabilitation will be needed for political
decision-making on the one hand and for information
guidance on the other. The knowledge also needs to include
collaboration between professionals as well as interaction
between professionals and SUs.

Knowledge about the effectiveness and benefits of
rehabilitation is needed in the future. It is important to be
able to demonstrate the impacts of rehabilitation as well as
provide evidence of the introduction of new technology. It is also
important to be able to justify rehabilitation on a personal and
societal level.

Knowledge is needed to develop rehabilitation and its
administration. Research on strategic management and networks
is needed. Research on professionals’ knowledge and skills in
rehabilitation is important for transferring tacit knowledge.
To this end, it is increasingly important that rehabilitation
professionals and SUs are involved in the conduction of the
study, as described in one discussion: “And I am convinced
that information is needed on how SUs are involved in the
development of rehabilitation”. Future research should be able
to utilize big data from people’s daily lives and to study the
uptake of research findings. Participants also discussed the use
of technology to aid in the implementation of research results.

TABLE 2 | Summary of study 1.

Study 1

Current knowledge needs Future knowledge needs

Enabling meaningful life for service

users

Service users’ individual needs

Promotion of transdisciplinary

collaboration, participation, and

inclusion

Rehabilitation as an interactive

process of the service user and

environment

Improvement of development and

decision-making

Changing needs concerning

rehabilitation

Maintaining and demonstrating

professional competence to various

parties

Rehabilitation practices

Applying scientific knowledge in

practice

Effectiveness and benefits of

rehabilitation

Conducting applied research Supporting and promoting

development and management of

rehabilitation

The current and future knowledge needs in Helsinki.

Summary of Study 1
The current and future knowledge needs in Helsinki (Table 2)
reflected variability and multiplicity of research subjects,
especially concerning better understanding of SUs’ individual
lives and needs for rehabilitation and active roles and
partnerships in rehabilitation. Now and in the future, more
knowledge is needed on participation and collaborative
frameworks and settings both for research implementations
and for rehabilitation practices that are seen as interactive
processes. The attitude toward transdisciplinary rehabilitation
is obvious, but participants required more understanding about
collaborative thinking, activities, and reciprocal communication.

Professionals and SUs in the field of rehabilitation need
more knowledge about how the information is designed in
an individually understandable way to meet the needs of the
rehabilitee. In the future, rapid changes in society and technology
will put pressure, as well as opportunities for the development of
rehabilitation practices. Therefore, more knowledge to support
development and decision-making is needed. Knowledge about
the effectiveness of rehabilitation and its factors is required in
the future. Currently, evidence is used and needed to maintain
and demonstrate professional competence to different parties.
Technical solutions, digitalisation, and AI were seen as key
factors in remote rehabilitation, knowledge implementation,
and research. In addition, more transdisciplinary knowledge is
needed about practitioners’ and SUs’ roles in rehabilitation and
its research.

Study 2, Jyväskylä Region
Current Knowledge Needs
Study 2 brought together a multidisciplinary group of
professionals working in different areas and sectors of
rehabilitation, including those working with unemployed
people and families. The current knowledge needs of applied
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research in multidisciplinary rehabilitation covered five
interrelated topics. Evidence about methods and best practice
is needed in the practice of rehabilitation for several purposes.
Knowledge needs concerning other professions is a prerequisite
for collaboration within rehabilitation in the health and social
service field; relating to the SUs, it is necessary to understand
the individual’s situation; and regarding societal phenomena,
it is needed to understand socially influencing factors. Besides
knowledge needs, the utilization of scientific knowledge was also
brought up.

Regarding evidence about the effectiveness of methods and
best practice, professionals face competing demands within
their organization and need to have justification and reasoning
internally for their work or work methods, or in situations
that require more human or financial resources. For example,
one participant explained the need for scientific knowledge as
a justification to their employer by saying, ‘All situations where
you need to justify your actions, are those. For example, at
the workplace, I need to have good support for everything I
suggest to the managers. I can’t just say “I feel this would be
nice”’. Therefore, the requirement for evidence-based practice
is essential. Furthermore, some suggested that there may be
competing views among colleagues on the “right” methods of
rehabilitation, and sometimes reaffirming the overall practices
of everyday life is needed. Vocational rehabilitation requires
knowledge about SUs’ re-employment pathways. Mentioned in
particular were vocational re-education, employment-promoting
institutions, the labormarket andworking life, the future of work,
changes in occupations, and work ability.

Furthermore, some participants stated that they need
knowledge to justify their actions to managers and policy
makers. Evidence-based information on effective rehabilitation
is also used to influence local welfare policy and the division of
resources; this requires evidence about the services. In Finland,
rehabilitation services are increasingly provided by the private
sector. Among those working in the private sector, the need for
knowledge was for marketing purposes, to attract possible SUs,
and to have research-based working methods to stand out among
other service providers.

The participants brought up evidence of rehabilitation as an
important knowledge need in general. This concerned various
topics on rehabilitation, methods and measures used to evaluate
effectiveness, and best practice. As raised in the interviews,
efficient rehabilitation practice includes information on the
right timing of rehabilitation. This should be included in the
knowledge on rehabilitation services in general. For example, the
discussion brought up the justification for organizing preventive
work that is often cut down to save financial resources.

As rehabilitation requires collaboration between various
professionals, multi-professional work requires knowledge on the
collaboration, methods, services, and theoretical foundations of
other professional groups, and an extensive understanding of
those. Participants reflected on the need to learn and get extensive
knowledge on the practices of medicine, psychology, and social
work, for example. A physiotherapist may have knowledge needs
related to the holistic view of an SU. For example, back pain and
fear of pain is the cause-and-effect relationship between body

and mind, which needs to be paid attention to. This kind of
knowledge builds shared understanding to support work in the
overall social and health care services and to serve the needs of
the SU.

Various knowledge needs relating to the SUs were considered:
individual characteristics are related to the physical condition
and health of the SUs, the significance of rehabilitation, and
knowledge of the overall life span and various contexts of daily
life. Professionals require knowledge to evaluate these as part of
their daily work.

Participants brought up the knowledge needs on societal
phenomena, such as inequality, socio-economic class differences,
knowledge of disadvantaged groups, and unemployment. In their
daily work, inequality was noted in the practices of obtaining
appropriate services for the SUs. Professionals need extensive
knowledge on these phenomena to best support SUs.

The interviews also discussed the utilization of scientific
knowledge. Factors that advanced the use of research relate
to accessibility of research findings, both in terms of usability
and accessing the journals and books where the research is
presented in detail. Many of the participants working in small
non-research–focused organizations brought up that the lack
of sufficient access to knowledge is the greatest obstacle to
following research in their professional field. Organizations do
not necessarily have resources to pay for the fees to access
research publications. Another important factor is that concepts,
expressions, and terminology used in research need to be
accessible to both professionals and SUs. Participants also raised a
concern that scientific knowledge of rehabilitation is fragmented
and scattered across various communication channels, leading to
difficulties in finding the right information and a delay in the
implementation of the scientific knowledge into practice.

Future Knowledge Needs
The future knowledge needs covered six interrelated
topics. The vivid discussions concerned digitalisation and
remote rehabilitation, multi-professionalism, the contexts of
rehabilitation, the change process of the individual SU, impact
and effectiveness, and work ability and functional capacity.
The pace of rapid change in society, such as digitalisation,
was also brought up in the discussions, as was urbanization
and immigration.

Opportunities offered by digitalisation and technological
development, as well as remote rehabilitation, formed essential
knowledge needs for the future of rehabilitation research. One
participant reflected on the topic by saying:

We are going toward remote rehabilitation. Rehabilitation
does not only take place face-to-face with the rehabilitee.
Now it would be a good time to study the effectiveness of
remote rehabilitation. We need knowledge about what remote
rehabilitation is, what it brings, what is good, and its effectiveness.

Some participants called for controlled trials to evaluate the
differences in the effects of face-to-face and remote rehabilitation
methods. While remote rehabilitation was extensively discussed,
digitalisation did not only relate to remote rehabilitation;
participants also discussed other developments, such as the use of
AI. The participants brought up the need to understand how AI
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will affect work processes and working with SUs. For example, it
was seen as a tool to manage service paths in the complex service
system, but the participants called for more information.

The need to understand work and pre-assumptions of various
disciplines and across rehabilitation practice in the future was
important for the participants. One participant reflected on
this saying:

In practice you note, it is great to note this, that “wow! He or
she is thinking like that”. And often we have these stereotypes
of different professions and what they do. It is really rewarding
to note that someone thinks totally different from you.
It would be beneficial to know about these presumptions
much more.

Rehabilitation takes place in a specific context, and the
discussions reflected the need to gain knowledge on the various
contexts and significance of rehabilitation. More knowledge
is needed on reablement. Participants discussed, for example,
what needs to be considered to gain effective results within
the reablement process. Significant knowledge needs noted not
only concern of the micro-level factors, but also how meso-
andmacro-level development affects rehabilitation practices. The
living environment, such as urbanization and its significance, was
raised, as well as inequality more generally.

The core of effective rehabilitation is providing the right
services at the right time. This requires from the SU readiness
and motivation for the rehabilitation process. At the micro-level,
the participants brought up that they need more information on
the change process of the individual rehabilitee to gain the best
possible outcomes.

Summary of Study 2
Current and future knowledge needs in Jyväskylä (Table 3)
reflected variability between individuals and society; some
participants pointed out knowledge needs relating to individual
characteristics while others identified extensive societal themes.
Collaboration between various professionals and multi-
professionalism, as well as evidence and effectiveness of
the rehabilitation services and methods, were seen as issues
that require further knowledge currently and in the future.
Digitalisation and the context of rehabilitation were mentioned
as essential and significant future knowledge needs, but were
also mentioned in relation to current needs. Identified challenges
about the use of scientific knowledge are related to open access,
terminology of reporting, and communication channels.

DISCUSSION

This study uncovered the current and future knowledge needs
of rehabilitation research from the perspectives of professionals
and SUs. Two separate studies from two regions, Helsinki and
Jyväskylä, showed that there are more common knowledge needs
than regional differences. The current and future information
needs of both regions are strongly related to enabling and
understanding the needs of SU individuals for a meaningful and
inclusive life and thus correspond well to current perceptions of
good rehabilitation practices (1, 2).

TABLE 3 | Summary of study 2.

Study 2

Current knowledge needs Future knowledge needs

Understanding a service user’s

individual situation

The change process of the individual

service user

Societal phenomena Work ability and functional capacity

Collaboration between various

professionals

Multi-professionalism

Evidence about effectiveness of

methods and best practice

Impact and effectiveness

Utilization of scientific knowledge Digitalisation and remote rehabilitation

The contexts of rehabilitation

The current and future knowledge needs in Jyväskylä region.

Another general need for knowledge in both areas concerns
the promotion of multiprofessional and multidisciplinary
rehabilitation and rehabilitation research, as described by
Grigorovich et al. (13). The present study made it clear
that both professionals and SUs are aware and willing to
participate in transdisciplinary collaboration. More knowledge
about the implementation of scientific knowledge, evidence and
best practice, remote rehabilitation and digitalisation for the
improvement of rehabilitation development, research, decision-
making, and management are required now and in the future.
Knowledge on the involvement of SUs in collaboration on both
rehabilitation and research and the conduction of the applied
research was more emphasized in the Helsinki metropolitan area
than in the Jyväskylä area.

The future knowledge needs in both regions were related to
the changing needs of rehabilitation and remote rehabilitation
based on rapid change in society and digitalisation. Both
results emphasized that more knowledge is needed about the
individuality of the SUs and the significance of their environment
for rehabilitation. More scientific knowledge is needed on the
different rehabilitation practices and contexts that are expected
to play an even greater role in the success of rehabilitation in
the future. In Jyväskylä, future knowledge needs are also focused
on the work and functional capacity of the SUs. In the Helsinki
metropolitan area, more information was needed regarding the
development and administration of rehabilitation in the future
(Table 2).

Studies 1 and 2 produced similar and complementary results
on the current and future information needs of rehabilitation
research. In Figure 2, the information needs are grouped into one
overall picture and structured into three information user groups.
Figure 2 clearly shows how different user groups need research
information for different purposes.

Both now and in the future, the scientific knowledge needs
in Finnish rehabilitation will be emphasized in justifying the
effectiveness, impact, benefits, competence, and use of resources
for financiers and other parties. From the perspective of
rehabilitation, this is an external need for information that
does not directly aim to promote rehabilitation, but to justify
existing rehabilitation. The situation is understandable through
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FIGURE 2 | Current and future knowledge needs in rehabilitation research.

the ongoing reform of the social and health sector, the shrinking
economy in the sector, and the consequent intensification
of competition.

The knowledge needs reiterate the importance of an SU’s
individuality and meaningful life for rehabilitation, as well as
the importance of different environments, contexts, and rapid
change. Applied rehabilitation research faces major challenges
in meeting these information needs. In practice, this requires
that professionals and users of practical rehabilitation work be
interested in and have the opportunity to participate in the
conduction of the study. Therefore, in the future, there will be
a need to develop participatory research methods and inclusive
research approaches.

Ideally, the knowledge needs of the professionals and SUs
should guide the research activities in rehabilitation. The
current and future knowledge needs reflected a great variability
and multiplicity of research subjects, and what the research
needs should thematically address. The use of concepts by
the participants may at some instances be less detailed. Some

specifications, such as robotisation as part of digitalisation or

specificmeasures at the workplace to enhance employability, may
have not been explicitly pointed out.

Scientific knowledge needs of rehabilitation should be viewed

at different levels, and at a specific temporal and physical place
and setting. First, professionals and SUs contemplated knowledge

needs on the individual level. This study confirms the previously
known notion that there is a need for research concerning a

better understanding of individual needs and environments. For

practical purposes, this will require research-based development

of sensitive tools and methods for understanding individual
preferences and needs. Second, at the professional level, there
is a need for effective methods and practices, as well as a
need to understand the role of SUs and their ownership of
and possibilities to participate in the rehabilitation process.
The involvement of the SUs also concerns knowledge creation:
there is a need for research knowledge on participatory and
democratic methods of knowledge creation, and especially
about collaborative knowledge creation and activities, as well
as reciprocal communication. Third, there is a knowledge
need related to the wider societal level, such as the service
environment, and particularly on the marketisation of the
service and the austerity politics of public services. Rehabilitation
practitioners need to have selling points to promote their work
within and outside their organization.

Technical solutions, digitalisation, and AI were seen as key
factors both in remote rehabilitation practice and in research.
Remote rehabilitation was brought up as an important field
of urgent research; not enough is known on the practices and
effectiveness of remote solutions, and rapid development of
digital tools and programs calls for research on the topic. The
interviews took place in the time of COVID-19 that perhaps
raised the question of remote services more strongly compared
to if there had not been a pandemic.

Methodological Solutions
Study 1 and study 2 brought togethermulti- and transdisciplinary
groups of professionals, SUs, and students working in different
areas and sectors of rehabilitation, including those working with
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unemployed people and families. They had long experiences of
rehabilitation in different organizations. Some of them pointed
out knowledge needs relating to individual characteristics, while
others further identified extensive societal themes as knowledge
needs of professionals. Private sector workers are faced with
the demand to respond to the market, while those working
in the public sector face municipal austerity politics that they
wish to influence. According to Charmaz (21), the criteria for
qualitative research data are the richness and adequacy of the
data. Regardless of the method, the material should be sufficient
and should include views of the subject from various standpoints.
The different perspectives of the participants have enriched the
research results and helped to look at the research subject in
a variety of ways. The data were saturated because no new
categories emerged during the last interview’s data analysis.

This study has some limitations. Given the multiplicity
of professionals working in rehabilitation, and even the
ambiguousness of the field, it was not possible to include
all professions, which may hinder external validity. A more
extensive and versatile selection of informants might have
brought up new topics. Some professions (for example
physiotherapists) are highlighted in the sample which may
emphasize their knowledge needs in the results. However, the
focus groups weremultidisciplinary including several professions
to even out the differences of knowledge needs of certain
professions. Another obvious limitation concerns the choice of
participants: study 2 included only professionals, while study
1 also included SUs. This is a significant difference between
the groups, and its significance in terms of the diversity of
perspectives enriches the material. Thus, its impact on the quality
of research has been positive rather than restrictive. It should
also be noted that in studies 1 and 2, different researchers acted
as data collectors, analysts, and reporters. Because researchers’
own perceptions can never be completely ruled out, they can
be reflected in the content, interpretations, and perceptions of
the interviews. To minimize this weakness, there were several
investigators in both studies who discussed their interpretations
together and, in addition, the investigator groups discussed both
interpretations together. As noted, regardless of the differences
between the FGs and regions in which the group discussions took
place, there were no significant differences between the regional
data collections.

Finally, in this study, researchers have extensive experience
in practical rehabilitation work. They have surrendered, through
critical review and discussion, to an ongoing and long-term
process in which previous experiences with perceptions of
rehabilitation and its research have provided a background for
understanding the phenomena. Scholars have been open to new
ideas, which has helped to gradually break the boundaries of
previous perceptions and see their shortcomings (22).

Rehabilitation has received increasing global attention (23).
It is anticipated that the need for rehabilitation will increase
overall in the future. This study has noted the needs of
rehabilitation services, education, and research in Finland also,
but significant knowledge gaps remain. Future research is needed
on the evolving knowledge needs of various actors, including
professionals and SUs, and how to best find andmeet these needs.

In this study, we only touched on the various methodologies
of implementing research, and this is an area that should be
discussed in future studies. Overall, research on rehabilitation
needs to be responsive to the ongoing changes of society.

CONCLUSION

According to Peirce (24), the principle of pragmatism is
that the value of knowledge is based on its usability and
meaning for practice. In light of this maxim, research should
provide information particularly for the needs of establishing
high-quality rehabilitation and practical development. As a
conclusion from the results, rehabilitation research data should
serve not only funders, decision-makers, and politicians, but
more so practical developers, planners, producers, and users
of rehabilitation services. Our research showed that it is
particularly important that research results reach professionals
and SUs since, besides practical implementation, they play a
key role in communicating information to decision-makers and
funders. For this reason, it is important that the knowledge
needs and involvement of professionals and SUs in the various
stages of research preparation and implementation should be
strengthened and made possible by researchers and research
communities. Thus, strengthening the practical perspective may
also have an impact on guiding future research funding.
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